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1. Summary of Friday Semon – March 22, 2019 
2. Announcement 

 
1. Summary of Friday Sermon 

March 23rd is remembered in Jama‘at as the Promised Messiah Day. On this day, Hazrat Mirza 
Ghulam Ahmad Qadiani (as) laid the foundation of the Community and claimed to be that 
Messiah and Mahdi whose advent was foretold by the Holy Prophet Muhammad (sa) and by 
other religions. 

One of the greatest proofs of the truthfulness of the Promised Messiah (as) is the need of time, 
itself. This era required a great reformer for the Muslims who should guide them back to the real 
teachings of Islam. Similarly, the entire world needed a Divine leader who could once again attach 
people to their Creator.  

This is why the Promised Messiah (as) has said in an Urdu couplet that: This was the time of the 
Messiah’s advent . . . had I not been appointed, it would have been someone else.  

The Promised Messiah (as) has said that God has sent him in this age to defend Islam and to show 
the beautiful face of the Holy Prophet (sa) to the entire world. In this age, we have seen 
thousands of allegations being hurled at the teachings of Islam and at the personage of the Holy 
Prophet (sa). Seeing this condition, God’s honour [for Islam and the Holy Prophetsa] required that 
a Reformer should be sent unto the world. 

Huzoor Anwar (aa) said the Promised Messiah (as) presented thousands of arguments and Divine 
signs as a result of which people have been accepting Islam and entering this Divine community. 
It is a decree of God that the truth of Islam is re-established in the world only through Hazrat 
Mirza Ghulam Ahmad (as), the Promised Messiah and Mahdi, while the endeavors of all other 
[Muslims] will not attain fruition.  

Similarly, the signs that were mentioned about the Messiah and Mahdi were all fulfilled in his 
time. For instance, the signs mentioned in Surah Takweer [of the Holy Qur’an] such as the 
invention of new modes of transportation, zoos, printing presses, etc. were all fulfilled. Likewise, 
it was mentioned that the Messiah would come from the east— from a village named “Qadaa.” 
This sign was also fulfilled as the Promised Messiah (as) hailed from a town named “Qadian” in 
India.  

The Promised Messiah (as) was given many Divine signs to prove his truthfulness. For example, 
Huzoor Anwar (aa) discussed the sign of the Philosophy of the Teachings of Islam. Allah had 
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foretold the Promised Messiah (as) that his treatise would gain victory. The facts later proved 
that this was indeed the case.  

Huzoor Anwar (aa) also discussed how the Holy Prophet Muhammad (sa) was sent to complete 
Divine guidance, while the Promised Messiah (as) was sent to propagate this completed and 
perfected Divine guidance [i.e. Islam]. Allah the Exalted also bestowed humanity with various 
inventions and modes of communication which are assisting in completing this mission of 
propagating these teachings. 

The Promised Messiah (as) has also elaborated on how people can discern the truth of his claim 
and attain guidance. He says that one method is for a person to supplicate to God with a sincere 
heart and ask God about his truthfulness; [The Promised Messiah says that] within forty days, his 
truthfulness would become evident upon the person supplicating. The Promised Messiah (as) has 
also mentioned that the more opposition there is, the more Divine assistance would be received 
and his truthfulness will become evident upon people. 

Huzoor Anwar (aa) gave some comments about the horrific and tragic incident that occurred in 
New Zealand. Huzoor Anwar (aa) said that we pray for the victims that may God have mercy upon 
them and grant patience to their families. He mentioned that the Prime Minister of New Zealand 
has demonstrated exemplary leadership in these days and the people of New Zealand have also 
shown amazing solidarity with Muslims. May Allah reward them for their good deeds! Local 
Muslims have also shown immense patience, which is praiseworthy. Some extremist Muslim 
groups promised retaliation, which is absolutely wrong and will only causes more enmities. May 
Allah enable the Muslims to accept the Imam of this age so we can present the true and peaceful 
teachings of Islam in a unified manner! 

Huzoor Anwar (aa) also announced the demise of three individuals whose funeral prayers he 
offered following the Friday prayers: 

1. Maulana Khursheed Anwar sahib who was a life devotee and serving as Wakil Tahrik Jadid in 
India. 

2. Respected Tahir Sahib who was serving as Naib Ameer of Jama‘at in Fiji.  

3. Respected Musa Sahib of Mali Jama’at who was an Army Brigadier and served as local Sadr 
Jama‘at and was part of National ‘Amila.  
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2. Announcement 
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 و 0 سا روا Jاڈ دG H +* سا  6E FدC Dا مB از@  ت< ند سا ۔: 89 7ر د6 5 ر4 3  د12 0 ِم- , +* ند ' چر$ 

Lى NF ' اOن P$6 Q وRر ہTا لV W F P$6 X د رواY Zا[ F \  3 سا ] ^  ر ےد` a۔  

 ہرlد xا g t u v N wا  s ںmn X  o pq ' تl سا k$ز ۔: تروf G jو  تi اg hا ' fاG e ٰى2د 3 پآ

yِ اzم G {ف }سا ن� ار� ح} �ا ۔ےد ~ا  jترو s �� X  o s� � �� ا� �ر ' ں�� � � N w دwو �ا� �ا 

D� � م�ا � پآ � �ا ۔ےد F P$6: 

 N9 6آ � روا �s � 9آ f  , kو ' روا � fِ � kو f Xو

 ¡ � �F ں  5 �د ہ� � '  V Wا لTر روا � ع�د 3 مzا , k$ز سا � V �� Fا F P$6 : o م�ا � پآ

 � ع�د 3 ¬د G سا  F ª« o ت© G �� ا� � ¨د § ۔ ¦ ¥ ضا£ا را¢ ںورا¢ V W 5ا لTر روا 5 مzا , k$ز سا۔:

 ۔°8 ¯ ث g u sا

 ¾½ , +* سا 3 � ل¼ مzا  ل« º  گ� ورا¢ � ¸و · ¶ � µا´ روا ²³د °N °د 3 پآ §  F  P$6 o رqا ِر± 

N¿ ¶۔  À 6ر دÁ ªÂ o § ا� �� G ÃÄ : o ا باÆ ا , �د ساzم G y F Ç : � Èرذ 3 م�ا � پآ فÊ  

  ۔: N Ë �ا �

 k  3$ز سا تÓÄ , Ô ÌÕ ۃرT ۔N Ñ ىر� , k$ز 3 م�ا � پآ مÐ ہو G Î Ï نÍ  ں�s w Ì ىL روا 0 ح} �ا

Íن  ¥ ¦ Ö × واØں ' Ù8 ¯ كÕ روا Û Tا ' ں-راÜد NÕ، Þ6 ß، à ák روا  ہ©و § Ðز سا م$k , Nےر N°ح} �ا ۔ 

  ۔�N ىر�  Êرذ 3 ن6دD , نëوé  : w ê �ذ' Fآ � ںؤåæ ç � قâ 3 ] ãاو Fآ

 G òó  3 لñا zðا F رqا ِر± × ۔°$ï P تf íº �F � î � ÌÕاì eا F �� ا� s م�ا � پآ ح} �ا

Ìذ ' ن� P$6 o ô {ا  حV �� F پآ s ^ ىد ےد a o § õن l² ر: ç  سا � روا lفا£ا ' ت © öں F \ ¯۔  

�N ~ا{ Ê øِرذ V W 3ا لTر P$6 o نÍ [ 3 ~ا{ ِ+½ا øِ روا ~ا{ V F øِا ہ÷ا رqا ِر±  ù '¾ ú  

 ü § : o ' پآ ۔: ¡  s م�ا � د12 0 ت< V �� Fا � û: ' ~ا{ ِ+½ا f øِو § روا ۔Î ىد W s پآ

 k , î � Û$ز سا þÿ sا V �� Fا � داýا ü G سا روا ۔°8 ¯ +½ا , �د ىر�  s ~ا{ ¾'   Î ىد V W sا لTر

  ۔: 6د زاq � تادÜا

 & ہو g {% § :  oا ' سا � ¶ $�Õ ª #" تf ' iاe  ى! گ� Æا P$6  : o نF §  \ Í  م�ا � د12 0 ت<

 f íºاe ى! 5 سا o / .ر- , ند +ª � *� �ا ہو Æا ۔(� [ f 3اe ى! روا )$ دý  � �� ا� � لد '
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N 80م�ا � د12 0 ت< ۔ F § \ P$6 : o û åا� ت5 ہد6ز � 4ا / .� 23 ىر1 گ� ر �� G {ف � 

v N 6 ىر1 5 ں�� روا eاf ہد6ز روا íº N 6۔  

 �اG 5 8ز7  ۔< = s >ا� 3 نا روا °$P ;ر 5  ں�او NF :  مV ��  Ðا F P$6 o رqا ِر± [  3 9او 3  8ز7

?  F ا 5 @1 ساA  Bر C '  Dºں�� 3 ں»و روا ¯ ہ F pqں � E '  اFر P$6 :ا  ۔V ��  نا G G ¼ل P$°ں»و ۔ 

3 pqں  F \ î =  ' اF۔ : ¯ ر H روا Æا  ہوI \ ¶ Jں F Kâ ' اOن ¯ : w lL M åم : NO سا G و¸ 

 3 �د  ú s ترG VW مzا � s $S G �T ï P$° 9 o U N م$ا k 3$ز s ںpq مV  �� Ðا ۔¶ Q÷ hR ںPد  �

»X Y ¯ 8 Z۔  

 :رc dgِ e÷ �f g ²و رb روا a6 Öز ِ`او , ن6دP$6   w D نOا ' ہز_ ِز^ G [\ رqا ]رF 1²Õ V  رqا ِر±

Öود  ۔hہز_ ا iم jº \] ' :  w k *+ 3 Õl ا! Ö۔ mہز_ ِز^ ا $J 3 1n \] ' : w oج , ´qÄ Ö روا 

bر eروا  +* ر r st   , �f g ²ر: Ö۔  

 

 

 

 

 

 


